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ABSTRACT 
In today’s era, software industries are competing for software 
quality which depends upon the sound software testing phase. 
To deliver the quality product the most challenging job for 
software industry is to localize bugs automatically and fix 
them before release. One of the techniques for automated bug 
localization is usage of call graph. Since size of the call graph 
generated is quite large, various call reduction approaches 
have been proposed. In this paper a novel approach for call 

graph reduction has been proposed where the size of the call 
graph is reduced without changing the basic structure and no 
major loss of the information is incurred. The output 
generated using the proposed methodology shows promising 
results. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Software is rarely free from defects and debugging is the 
process of identifying the root cause of an error and correcting 
it. Manual debugging can be extremely expensive and 
localizing defects is the most time consuming and difficult 
activity in this context. 

Numerous software testing techniques are applied to maintain 
quality of large software systems [2,10,11]. Since localization 
of bugs is the most time-consuming part of debugging, 

automated methods for bug localizations are required.  

Various techniques have been developed for locating 
bugs[15]. One direction of research is static analysis, where 
properties of the source code or the version history are 
analyzed. Another direction is dynamic analysis, which 
requires the execution of the program [11] . 

1.1 Call Graph 
A call graph is a binary relation over selected entities in a 
program, such as methods, classes, subsystem, modules, files, 
etc., which represents invocations between those entiti]. Call 
graphs are either static or dynamic. A static call graph can be 
obtained from the source code. It represents all methods of a 
program as nodes and et al possible method invocations as 

edges. A dynamic call graph is the invocation relation that 
represents a specific set of runtime executions of a program. 
Dynamic call graph extraction is a typical application of 
dynamic analysis to aid compiler optimization, performance 
analysis, program understanding, etc [12]. Dynamic call 
graphs represent an execution of a particular program and 
reflect the actual invocation structure of the execution. 
Without any further treatment, a call graph is a rooted ordered 

tree. The main method of a program usually is the root, and 
the methods invoked directly are its children[13].  

 

1.2 Call-Graph Representations 
A call graph is a directed graph whose nodes represent the 
functions of program and directed edges symbolize function 
calls. Nodes can represent either one of the following two 
types of functions: 

Local functions, implemented by the program designer. 

External functions: system and library calls. 

Local functions are the most frequently occurring functions in 
any program. They are written by the programmer of the 

binary executable. External functions, as system and library 
calls, are stored in a library as part of an operating system. 
Contrary to local functions, external functions never invoke 
local functions. Call graphs are formally defined as follows: 

Definition (Call Graph): A call graph is a directed graph G 
with vertex set V=V(G), representing the functions, and edge 
set E=E(G), where E(G) ⊆ V(G)×V(G), in correspondence 
with the function calls[4]. 

2. LITERATURE REVIEW 
Call graph are representations of program executions. Raw 
call graphs typically become much too large for graph-mining 
algorithms, as program might be executed for a long period 
and frequently call other parts of the program, which adds 
information to the graph. Therefore, it is essential to compress 

the graphs by a process called reduction[1,7,8]. It is usually 
done by a lossy compression technique. This involves the 
trade-off between keeping as much information as possible 
and a strong compression. The researchers have proposed a 
number of different call-graph representations[3,4], standing 
for different degrees of reduction and different types and 
amounts of information encoded in the graphs.  

There are two approaches of reducing software call graphs 

Total Reduction (Liu et al.[14]) 

Zero-one-many reduction ( DiFatta et al.[15]) 

Total reduction is proposed by Liu et al In totally reduced 
graphs, every function is represented by a node. A direct edge 
is connected with the corresponding nodes when one function 
has called another function. Total reduction technique 
shortens the size of source call graph [8]. This technique has 
been introduced by Liu et al. In this technique, every method 

occurs just once within the graph. The major shortcoming of 
this technique is that it changes the structure of the graph. On 
the other side, much information about the program execution 
is lost, e.g., frequencies of the execution of methods and 
information on different structural patterns within the graphs. 
So it is very difficult to retrieve required information from this 
reduced graph. 
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The below fig 1 is shown the call graph of source graph 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1 is derived from the source code, called source call 
graph[9]. As seen in figure the graph has 3 levels where P is 
root node and Q and R are its children. In next level R is 
considered as Q, S and T’s parent. Q is called 3 times so 3 
direct edges are connected from R to Q and S is called 2 times 
so 2 edges are connected with R to S. Function T is called 
single time so edge is connected from R to T singly. After 

applying Liu et al. approach reduced graph is shown in Figure 
2. Using this technique the 2nd level children are reduced 
from two to one. In source call graph P is connected with Q at 
2nd level but after reducing it is directly connected with Q in 
3rd level of graph. This reduced call graph doesn’t show the 
call frequency of nodes. Its structure has also been changed.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The other approach given by DiFatta et al. covers the 
drawback of Liu et al. approach as it does not change the 
structure but the reduction is not properly done. The improper 
reduction increases its complexity and it is difficult to find 

frequent sub structure from graph. Reduced graph can provide 
near information about call frequency but exact information is 

not known. Call frequencies are important for detecting 
certain groups of bugs. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In the figure 3 reduced callgraph by approach of DiFatta et al. 
has been shown. Frequency of nodes has been changed but the 
structure of call graph remains same. In this approach of 
reduced call graph node is shown two times if it is shown 
more than two times in source code. The exact frequency of 
nodes is not known by using this approach. 

3. PROPOSED APPROACH  
To overcome the drawbacks of both techniques a new 
approach is proposed. In this approach the reduced call graph 
shows the call frequency of each node without changing the 
structure of source call graph. First of all, all functions of 
source code are labeled so that it can easily be interpreted. 
Then a call graph is made using these labeled functions. The 

main task is to save the node into computer memory with its 
parent’s information which is not possible with adjacency list 
or adjacency matrix. Therefore the parent of each child is 
stored in the matrix. Rows represent the levels of call graph as 
1st row represent 1st level’s nodes, 2nd row represent 2nd 
level’s nodes and so on. Every node also contains the 
information about its parent. The proposed algorithm to save 
the node with its parent’s information in the computer 

memory and efficiently reduce the graph is as follows: 

Algorithm: Reducing call graph 

Input: Matrix of structure containing children, label, parent 

Output: Reduced call graph 

Set j=Getstr[100][] 

foreach aa←1 to 10 do 

     Set j[aa - 1] = Getstr[200] 

end for 

Set count= GetArray(level) 

foreach i←0 to levels-1 do 
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     print “Enter no. of children at level 0” 

     Input(children) 

     count[i]=children 

     foreach x←0 to children -1 do 

          print "Enter the label of (x) children" 

          j[i][x].label = Input(label) 

          print "Enter the parent of (x) children" 

          j[i][x].parent = Input(parent) 

          j[i][x].count = 1 

     end for 

end for 

foreach k←levels down to 1 do 

     foreach l←0 to count[levels-1] -1 do 

          foreach m←l+1 to count[levels -1] -1 do 

               if j[k-1][l].label=j[k-1][m].label AND j[k-

1][l].parent=j[k-1][m].parent  AND j[k-1][l].parent ! = -1 then 

                    j[k-1][m].parent = -1 

                    j[k-1][l].count++ 

               end if 

          end for 

     end for 

end for 

 

Algo1: Reducing Call Graph 

4. IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The above algorithm has three inputs from the source graph as 

children, label and parent at each level and stored in the 

matrix which is implemented from line number 6 to 16. 

Similarly the reduction of graph is implemented from line no 

17 to 25 where it merges the children of same label of same 

parent in each level. 

5. CONCLUSION 
New static and dynamic approaches for bug localization have 
been developed, the diffusion into other disciplines has 

proceeded at a rapid pace, and knowledge of all aspects of the 
field has grown even more profound. At the same time, one of 
the most striking trends in graph theory is constantly 
increasing emphasis on the interdisciplinary nature of the 
field. Graph mining today is basic research tool in all areas of 
engineering, medicine, and the sciences. The bug localization 
techniques based on graph mining are successfully applied in 
a wide range of practical problems arising in software 
industry.  

In this paper a novel algorithm for call graph reduction has 
been proposed In order to use the respective call graphs for 
bug localization, the developed technique stores the parent 
information in the matrix and reduced at each level 
drastically. Information about each node is retained by using 
the call frequency by annotating each edge with a numerical 
weight. Similarly the algorithm used to reduced call graph has 
various advantages over traditional techniques. It takes 

various parameters for consideration such as information of 
nodes, basic structure of graphs and call frequency. Here the 
detailed study of call graph reduction in graph mining made 
the study of various other techniques in bug localization very 
easy 

6. FUTURE SCOPE 
The proposed algorithm works only when there are same 
types of nodes at a particular level in a call graph. 

In future this work can be extended to multiple levels of call 
graph will make the graph mining algorithm efficiently. 

Secondly the storage of graph can be upgraded with any new 
storage technique where it would require lesser storage space 
as well as lesser access time leading to further optimize 

reduction of call graph. 
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